
EUUF BOT
Meeting Minutes

Date: September 3, 2020

1. Chalice Lighting & Reading

Fred called to order the regular meeting of the EUUF BOT at 6:30 on 9/3/20 via Zoom.

2. Check-In

The following board members were in attendance:
Pastor: Tom Bozeman
President: Fred Haist
Vice President: Ann Kelleher
Past President: Ken Rines
Secretary: Sally Malan
Trustee At-Large: Marilyn Bosckis
Trustee At-Large: Tom Gaskin
Visitors: Paul Miller
There was a quorum (at least four people in addition to Pastor Tom).

3. Review Board Covenant - Fred

4. Declare Meeting Roles

Note Taker: Sally
Timekeeper: Ann

5. Review Process Observation

6. Open Commentary Period #1

Paul said he is concerned about the building. There is work that should be done to the
building to preserve it, and with us out of the building, it is a good time to make
decisions. It is on the agenda.

Fred said we need to talk about the mortgage and the Trust that Mike Mallory setup.
The congregation bought shares and loaned $110,000 to the church, and we’re paying it
off. It is coming due next Sept. 1st ~ $58k @ 4.5%. We’ll add it to the agenda for next
month.

7. Approval of the Agenda and Consent Agenda

The current financial reports are not attached to the agenda.
(We did get financial report last time, linked to the August agenda.)



Ann moved to remove those items from the agenda.
Tom G. moved to put item C at the beginning of the agenda for Paul’s benefit.
Pastor Tom said the other items lay the groundwork for item C.
Tom G. offered to withdraw the movement.
Marilyn moved to approve the agenda without the financial items.
Sally seconded the motion.
There were no objections.
The agenda and consent agenda were approved with modifications.

8. Discussion Agenda

a) Staffing Committees
Action item: Board liaisons staff chairs and committees

Fred suggested we have members of the board be liaisons to certain committees
and the committee chair would report to the board members, so they would
know if additional volunteers were needed. We could have liaisons for
committees assigned to positions and not individuals.

There are seven Standing Committees in the bylaws. We need liaisons to ensure
there is a chair for each.  Assignments were made as follows:

● Building – Ann, Vice President
● Finance – Ryan, Treasurer
● Lifelong Learning – Sally, Secretary
● Membership – Tom G., Trustee At-Large – position #1 for 1-year

term
● Ministry – Pastor Tom, Pastor, Vice President
● Personnel – Ken, Past President
● Worship – Marilyn, Trustee At-Large – position 2 for 2-year term

We normally assign liaisons at the Summer Orientation Retreat, but we didn’t this
year.

The President is exempt.

Action Item:
● Sally will write up a policy so it will continue.

b) 2020-21 Open Questions Preparation
Action item: Form an ad hoc committee

Pastor Tom explained that the board set a couple of open questions for this year
based on workshops that were held last year. It has been found that the
congregations that thrived focused on 1-2 main things.

See the Sweet Spot diagram. Does this make the most sense?
Ministry Mapping is a way to gather data to inform decisions.

We plan to ask the congregation the following two questions, this coming spring.



1. On what one or two efforts should we as a congregation focus our
energy and resources to fulfill our Mission?

2. In what ways are our current facilities well-suited to fulfilling our
Mission?  And what challenges do our current facilities pose to
fulfilling our Mission?

Ann put together a Task Force Description, linked in the agenda.
Scope of Services is a draft, and we can work from there, if all understand and

are in concurrence with the materials that Pastor Tom put together.
Last April we setup a schedule for vision and mission, and that is included in the

packet.
The fall is to be used to do the research.
It is a discovery/dynamic process/journey – we can pick and choose and

prioritized what information is most critical, and we can dive in deeper as
things arise.  The environment and data are changing all the time and very
quickly. Ministry Mapping is a concept of information gathering.

Local Trends and Partnerships requires research.

Fred suggested we start with some of this work now and use it to frame/help
guide the open question, so when we’re suggesting we could do XYZ, we
could share what we discovered about the need and resources. Like the
analogy of hiking, we set our sights on a landmark and head in that
direction and adjust the destination points along the way. He thinks putting
it off until later is a bad idea.

Pastor Tom said there’s a lot of flexibility on how deep we go.
He asked: because of the adjusted timeline of the mission statement, should we

do it later, do a smaller amount of stuff, or adjust in some way?

Tom G. said we need to consider the height of the mountain and the personnel we
can attract that will have the skill to do this job. How are we going to get
this task force together? I can’t see anyone’s willingness and with those
qualities. The question is, which comes first: vision or task force? He is in
support of the idea, although he fears it may be difficult.

Marilyn said we need to state a clear and coherent goal.

Ken sees the value of having this data but is concerned about the resources
required for the task force and the adjusted timeline for the mission
process. The charter is nebulous. He sees both sides of getting started and
delaying to have a more focused effort. He supports the task force. There
may be some informal guidance.

Sally thinks we should give it a try.

Summary:



No one objects to the idea that we should form a task force. We could have a
couple of people from the board take the lead and suggest names of
possible candidates. The Leadership Development may have some ideas.
Ken would be willing to help find people that might be interested. Ann
would be happy to work on it. Marilyn said she would work with Ann.
Pastor Tom knows the most people and is willing to provide input. They
will come back to the board with a slate of prospective people.

No one objects to adopting the draft as is.
If the task force runs into problems or has issues, they can come back to us.

c) Building Concerns
Action item: Set agenda and hold open question café

We’ve had issues with the building (for example water).
Paul met with Tom and Marilyn to talk about building issues.

Paul provided the following information:
A year ago, the board got a letter from several fellowship members asking to get

together and talk. They came to the consensus that sooner, rather than later,
decisions needed to be made about the building and the building’s future.
Three or four folks invited 8-10 people and they all got together.  Paul
appraised Pastor Tom of what was going on. Some thought it wasn’t
necessary to get the board involved at that point in time, because they were
just gathering information and options. Pastor Tom said the board needs to
be appraised. He said that regardless of the fellowship defining a
mission/vision, we have to address building issues.

For our immediate needs/concerns, options might include:
• Large capital campaign to refurbish.
• Sell the building.
• Buy a new building.
• Rent from another church.
• Share space.

People are amenable to a move that would put us in a safer, cleaner facility.
Roger Johnson and Chuck Taylor talked to real estate agents to get a value of the

property – that’s in the works.
It was asked: What would it take to bring the building to a usable condition?
Paul has numbers that he could provide to the board, some on estimates received

and some on speculation.
Paul would be happy to meet in an executive session or whatever.
He is open to get other people involved in this discussion and would like to get

direction from the Board.

Tom G. recommended that we look into what it would take to rehabilitate the
building.



Marilyn suggested the self-formed ad-hoc committee should do the research, as
long as there is no cost. They could bring options to the board.

Fred said whatever we do needs to be approved by the congregation.
It would be good if they could get ideas of what the building’s worth, how hard it

would be to sell it, and whether it can be sold to developers or not. Note:
the parking lot is zoned residential and the church is zoned for mixed use.
How easy is it to change zoning and how does that impact the cost?

The committee could make a presentation to the congregation.
We want to be transparent.
Ann said we’re deeply concerned about the state of the building and these types

of optional issues. We need to think about it for budget planning now. We
should clarify that the board agrees that we need an action plan,.

Fred recommended letting the ad-hoc committee proceed with fact finding.

Summary
There are no objections to Paul and his committee going forward, with the

following additions:
● Paul would like the board to make an announcement this Sunday

and put in the weekly email bulleting next week.
● Sally recommended that this become an official committee and we

invite congregants to join if they are interested.
● Paster Tom suggested we have a clear charge written that provides

direction.
● Ann offered to work with Paul on that.

9. Open Commentary Period #2

None

10. Action Item Review

Action Item Person Assigned Due Date

Work on the Building and Grounds Committee
and make announcements in worship service
and weekly bulletin.

Paul & Ann

Gather names for the Open Question preparation
research task force.

Ann, Marilyn, and
Ken

Write a policy about board liaisons to
committees.

Sally

The assigned committee liaisons will solicit
volunteers to fill vacant chairs of committees.

All applicable
board members



Next month’s agenda item(s):
● The Mortgage Trust.

11. Process Observation Report

We addressed the building issue and communicated in a respectful manner.
We appreciate:

● Paul joining us and supporting this effort.
● All of the volunteers.
● The complementary wisdom and thoughts and collaboration.

Suggestion/Request: A little more sharing of voices and participation from all would be
good, so we can hear from all.

12. Check-Out

13. Chalice Extinguishing & Reading

14. Adjournment

Fred adjourned the meeting at 8:45 p.m.


